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As most of you know, my last day as principal will be January 21, 2022. It has been my pleasure to be the principal for

the previous 13 years. The amazing students, parents, and staff have made the decision to retire very difficult. I want to

thank you for all your support and involvement in your student’s education.

Currently, MCAA is in a great place due to the people who work there and the culture of the school. The talented staff

is caring and student-friendly. There is no doubt that MCAA will continue to provide students with a top-notch

education, including award-winning academic and arts programs while providing a friendly, supportive, and creative

culture.

As you might assume, the process of finding a new principal is underway. As soon as that person is determined, he/she

will be introduced to you. I will be assisting the new principal with the transition. Again, I have been fortunate to have

been the principal at Marysville Charter Academy for the Arts. I will miss you.

Sincerely, 

Tim Malone

Principal, MCAA
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Good attendance is extremely important for

all of our students at MCAA. Here are a few

friendly reminders about attendance policies

at MCAA:

A minimum of 90% attendance is required for

all students.

All legitimate absences must be cleared by a parent

or guardian within 5 days of the student’s absence.

“Personal” will no longer be a valid reason for an

excused absence. For any medical appointments

please provide a doctor’s note.

The clearances must be made in the following

ways:

Telephone call from the parent/ guardian to the

attendance office. If a voicemail is left please list the

students name, exact date, and reason for the

absence.

A note signed from the parent/guardian. No other

signature is valid. The student’s name, exact date of

absence, and reason for absence.

Any uncleaned absences will be treated as truancy.

 

A tardy is defined as any student not in their

assigned seat in their assigned classroom when the

tardy bell rings. Consequences of violations of this

policy are as follows: 

5 or more tardies = TARDY LETTER #1 = Detention or

campus beautification.

10 or more tardies (after the first letter is given) = TARDY

LETTER #2 = Detention of campus beautification.

15 or more tardies (after the student has earned letter #1

and #2) = TARDY LETTER #3 = In-house, or school site

Saturday school.

20 or more tardies (after the student has earned letter

#1, #2 and #3) = TARDY LETTER #4 = In-house or school

site Saturday school.

25 or more tardies (after the student has earned letter

#1, #2, #3 and #4) = TARDY LETTER #5 = 1 day suspension

or District Saturday school or citation into SARB.

Students are required to attend all classes on the

day of the performances, rehearsal or event.

Failure to do so will result in the student not

being able to participate in the performance or

event that day.

Attendance Secretary Contact

Violet Vigil Huerta

530-749-6148

Vvigil@mjusd.k12.ca.us

A T T E N D A N C E
N O T I C E
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S C I E N C E
D E P A R T M E N T

M A T H
D E P A R T M E N T
The math department is excited to return for the 

spring semester! 7th, 8th and 11th grade students will 

be taking the CAASPP assessments in April of this

semester. This is an opportunity for students to

demonstrate what concepts they have learned

throughout the school year. The math department will

also hold several SAT prep block 9s for any high

school students wanting to freshen up before taking

the test! Please never hesitate to contact your math

teacher for any reason if you have any questions. 

 Happy New Year!

At the end of the semester, Chemistry students were

learning about properties of elements. They

researched an element of their choosing and made

models of its atomic structure digitally or physically.

Two of the physical models are pictured. We also

learned that elements can be identified based on the

light that they give off. During this flame test lab,

several students made a multicolored flame by

burning four different salts at the same with the

following result.

For this semester, Chemistry students are jumping into

atomic and molecular interactions and will have

multiple labs to discover how these work. One such

lab will have students burning magnesium metal and

using lab techniques to figure out its chemical

formula.
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Semester two is just beginning and the English department is rolling full steam into the new material! The

English team gained a new member this school year with the hiring of Kim Lee Homme, who is teaching 7th,

9th, and 10th grade English, along with Careers. He brings lots of amazing information from his experiences

abroad and locally and has been a great addition to the team! Each class is diving into their new units as the

semester begins, and the English team is excited about another fun and engaging semester in person after

the chaos of the pandemic and distance learning. 

In English 7, Mr. Harlan and Mr. Homme are working with students to  continue their work studying figurative

language with Sandra Cisneros' The House on Mango Street. Next week, they will begin writing their own

vignettes and short fiction entries as well. 8th grade English is diving into the graphic novel Maus with Mr.

Fridrich, which tells the story of the Holocaust through the lens of a survivor, as interviewed and drawn by his

son. This unit culminates in the survivor project, which is always exciting and inspiring. 9th, led by Ms. Ramirez

and Mr. Homme, is entering the world of Shakespeare through two star crossed lovers as they explore the

fast paced and overwhelming love story that is the play Romeo and Juliet. The 10th grade class is beginning

an exploration of the civil rights movement through March, a graphic novel following the life of John Lewis up

to the march on Selma, Alabama. For 11th, Ms. Ramirez and Mr. Harlan are beginning their unit for A Raisin In

the Sun, written by Lorraine Hansberry. Currently, they’re researching restorative justice and systemic racism

as important context for the setting of the play, which is based in the 1950s. 12th has just begun one of its

most engaging units on Unwind, a dystopian novel set in a not so far future that has notoriously had amazing

return from students. Finally, in AP Lit, they are beginning their second poetry unit, discovering all the

wondrous ways poets can play with language conventions, words, and emotion to instill passion in 14 lines of

text. They will be practicing their own poetry skills by writing sonnets next. 

ELA is looking forward to an exciting semester to really engage with what makes English such an important

facet of our students’ education, and we can’t wait to see what the rest of the school year holds!

E N G L I S H
D E P A R T M E N T
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V I S U A L  A R T S
D E P A R T M E N T
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The talented artists of MCAA are winning state

competitions once again. We have two first-place

winners in the Directing Change CA. Iliana Walter 

won first place in the “Hope and Justice” category 

for November 2021. Hannah Miethe-Kashikar won first

place in October 2021 in the “File Transfer” category.

Each student won a $300 Amazon gift card and their 

original artwork was promoted on the Directing

Change CA social media sites.

MCAA advanced art 2021-2022 playing cards have

arrived!! 100 decks of playing cards were printed. 

Each deck features 54 unique and original MCAA

student artwork based on “realism”, “expressionism”,

“pop art” and “surrealism”. Almost half of the decks

have been pre-sold. Decks are $12 each. Please get

your before they are sold out! Contact Mr. 

Weisgerber for more information.

In addition, the portraits of 25 children refugees 

from Cameroon have been sent and received by The

Memory Project. The Memory Project is a youth arts

organization that promotes intercultural 

understanding and kindness between children 

around the world.  300,000 youth in 55 countries

involved in their school-based programs since 2004.

The MCAA art students did an amazing job capturing

the likeness, goals, and interests of each child.

 

Child From Cameroon 
Artist: Emma Thayn

Child From Cameroon
Artist: Hope Cross

Playing Card - Jack of Hearts 
Artist: Alexandra Giongco
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